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ABSTRACT  
   

Lots of previous studies have analyzed human tutoring at great depths and have 

shown expert human tutors to produce effect sizes, which is twice of that produced by an 

intelligent tutoring system (ITS). However, there has been no consensus on which factor 

makes them so effective. It is important to know this, so that same phenomena can be 

replicated in an ITS in order to achieve the same level of proficiency as expert human 

tutors. Also, to the best of my knowledge no one has looked at student reactions when 

they are working with a computer based tutor. The answers to both these questions are 

needed in order to build a highly effective computer-based tutor. My research focuses on 

the second question. In the first phase of my thesis, I analyzed the behavior of students 

when they were working with a step-based tutor Andes, using verbal-protocol analysis. 

The accomplishment of doing this was that I got to know of some ways in which students 

use a step-based tutor which can pave way for the creation of more effective computer-

based tutors. I found from the first phase of the research that students often keep trying 

to fix errors by guessing repeatedly instead of asking for help by clicking the hint button. 

This phenomenon is known as hint refusal. Surprisingly, a large portion of the student's 

foundering was due to hint refusal. The hypothesis tested in the second phase of the 

research is that hint refusal can be significantly reduced and learning can be significantly 

increased if Andes uses more unsolicited hints and meta hints. An unsolicited hint is a 

hint that is given without the student asking for one. A meta-hint is like an unsolicited hint 

in that it is given without the student asking for it, but it just prompts the student to click 

on the hint button. Two versions of Andes were compared: the original version and a new 

version that gave more unsolicited and meta-hints. During a two-hour experiment, there 

were large, statistically reliable differences in several performance measures suggesting 

that the new policy was more effective. 
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Chapter 1 

WHAT DO STUDENTS DO WHEN USING A STEP-BASED TUTORING SYSTEM? 

 

Introduction 

Developers of intelligent tutoring systems would like to know what students do when they 

are working with the tutor.   This might help them develop tutors that are more effective in 

helping students learn.    Although there have been many studies of human tutoring 

(discussed below), we are not aware of a similar study of students‟ behavior while being 

tutored by an intelligent tutoring system (ITS).   In order to find out, at least in a 

preliminary way, what students do when being tutored by an ITS, we had 10 students 

work for 2 hours on Andes while talking out aloud.  Initial observations and inferences are 

presented in this paper, along with suggestions for how to mine more insights from this 

rich corpus.  

 

Background 

One-on-one tutoring by humans is thought to be a much more effective method of 

instruction than intelligent tutoring systems (Bloom, 1984; Corbett, 2001; Evens & 

Michael, 2006; Graesser, VanLehn, Rose, Jordan, & Harter, 2001; VanLehn, et al., 2007; 

Woolf, 2009).  Thus, there have been many studies of human tutoring that have 

attempted to find out why they are so effective (Cade, Copeland, Person, & D'Mello, 

2008; Chi, Siler, Jeong, Yamauchi, & Hausmann, 2001; Cho, Michael, Rovick, & Evens, 

2000; Core, Moore, & Zinn, 2003; Evens & Michael, 2006; Fox, 1991, 1993; Frederiksen, 

Donin, & Roy, 2000; Graesser, Person, & Magliano, 1995; Hume, Michael, Rovick, & 

Evens, 1996; Katz, Allbritton, & Connelly, 2003; McArthur, Stasz, & Zmuidzinas, 1990; 

Merrill, Reiser, Merrill, & Landes, 1995; Merrill, Reiser, Ranney, & Trafton, 1992; 

Ohlsson, et al., 2007; VanLehn, 1999; VanLehn, Siler, Murray, Yamauchi, & Baggett, 

2003).   In a recent review, VanLehn (in press) extracted from the literature, 9 hypothesis 
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for why human tutoring should be more effective than ITS.   He argued that only two of 

them were viable:   

 Feedback:  Human tutors almost always give immediate feedback on the 

student‟s contribution, which may make it easy for the student to self-repair their 

knowledge. 

 Scaffolding:  Human tutors often provide prompts or hints that push the student 

to go a little further down a correct line of reasoning.  Scaffolding does not 

present new information to the student, as that would be called a tutorial 

explanation.  It instead gets the student to generate a bit more progress with 

existing knowledge.   

 

Another theoretical framework comes from Chi et al. (2001), who found support for three 

hypothesis, a tutor-centered one, a student-centered one and an interactive one to 

explain the effectiveness of human tutoring. Her study suggests that the effectiveness of 

a tutor depends not only on the pedagogical skills of the tutor, but also on the response 

that they got from the students i.e. how well do the students construct knowledge after 

interacting with the tutor.  She later generalized her findings and gave a conceptual 

framework for differentiating learning activities (Chi, 2009). According to this framework, 

there are four types of instructional activities namely (starting from the least effective to 

the most effective) passive, active, constructive and interactive. For example, reading a 

book can be considered to be a passive activity, reading a book and highlighting 

important points can be considered to be active, answering questions given at the back of 

the book can be called as constructive and discussing the questions with a peer or a tutor 

can be called an interactive activity. By interpreting results of various existing studies, she 

tested her hypothesis that interactive activities might be better than constructive activities, 

which in turn might be better than active activities, and which is better than the passive 

ones. 
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These theoretical frameworks agree that it is important to know how students behave 

when they work with a human tutor and, presumably, an ITS.   Observations of student 

behavior correlate more strongly with learning gains than observations of tutors‟ behavior.    

However, to the best of our knowledge no one has looked into student reactions to an 

ITS, with one exception, namely the many studies that have explored “gaming the 

system,” which is  defined as a behavior where the student tries to exploit the properties 

of the tutoring system to succeed, rather than learn the content (R. S. J. d. Baker, 

Corbett, Koedinger, & Wagner, 2004; R. S. J. d. Baker, de Carvalho, Raspat, Corbett, & 

Koedinger, 2009; R. S. J. d. Baker, et al., 2008)(Aleven & Koedinger, 2000; R. S. Baker, 

et al., 2006; R. S. J. d. Baker, et al., 2009; R. S. J. d. Baker, et al., 2008; Hastings, 

Arnott-Hill, & Allbritton, 2010; Muldner, Burleson, van de Sande, & VanLehn, 2010; 

Murray & VanLehn, 2005; Shih, Koedinger, & Scheines, 2008;Walonoski et al. 2006).  

 

The most common form of gaming is “hint abuse.”  When a tutoring system has a 

sequence of hints arranged from general to specific, student sometimes rapidly click 

through the general hints until they get to the last hint, which is called the bottom out hint.  

It states explicitly what the student must do to enter the next correct step.  Although some 

students self-explain the bottom out hint (Shih, et al., 2008), most simply copy this 

information from the bottom out hint.  

 

Because hints can be abused, some researchers have begun to question the value of 

hints (Muldner, Burleson, Van de Sande, & VanLehn, 2011; Ringenberg & VanLehn, 

2006).  They have wondered if reducing the student‟s use of hints, perhaps by providing 

alternative scaffolding such as a worked example, might be better. 

 

This shows that improving an ITS might be easier if we knew how students used the 

system and in particular how they use its scaffolding.  Unfortunately, as of now studies of 

student behavior while working on an ITS were confined to the gaming behavior of the 
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students and did not explore in general on how students used the overall system. This 

research is our initial attempt to study the behavior of students while working on 

computer-based tutoring systems, and we hope more studies are directed towards this 

neglected area, that can perhaps give more insights on how better tutors can be made. 

 

Research Questions: 

This research is an attempt to find out how students behave when using a step-based 

tutoring system (VanLehn, 2006), namely Andes (VanLehn, et al., 2005). Since 

something of this sort has never been done before, we focused on a more descriptive 

analysis of the data rather than one that focuses on testing hypotheses.  Because 

learning with human tutors seems to occur mostly at impasses (VanLehn, 1999), we 

focused on episodes when students made an error and struggled to fix it.  We 

characterized their behavior in two ways:  (1) what did they do during the episode? And 

(2) what was the outcome of the episode, learning something new was found to be just 

one possible outcome. 

 

Study Methods 

This section describes the study and the methods used for collecting raw data.  

Discussion of the data analysis is deferred to the next section. 

 

Participants 

Ten paid volunteers, who had taken physics, participated in the two hour experiment. 

These volunteers were undergraduate students from a physics course having a working 

knowledge of solving problems in physics.  

 

Materials 

For the experiment, we used Andes 3, which is similar to Andes 2 (VanLehn et al., 1995) 

with an improved user interface, which is shown along with details in Figure 1. The user 
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interface of Andes 3 gave the users the same feel they would get when they are solving 

problems in pen and paper. They could draw bodies, axes, define quantities and write 

equations the same way they would do on a paper, except that Andes understood what 

they wrote and gave immediate feedback on each entry by turning it green if it was 

correct and red if it was incorrect.  Andes would also provide hints when asked, and 

sometimes gave unsolicited hints as well.  

 

 
Figure 1.1: Andes3 User Interface 

 

Unlike paper, Andes required students to follow certain conventions on what could be 

written.  For instance, it required that dimensional numbers have units and that variables 

be defined before being used in an equation.  These conventions clarify the solution and 

would be required, for instance, if the solution were published in a textbook.  If the 
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students were working on paper, violating such conventions may cause a grader to take 

off points.  Andes enforces these requirements not only because its designers believe 

that doing so improves student learning, but also because Andes can do a better job of 

understanding the student‟s writing if they follow the conventions.   As the data we 

collected made clear, students were already familiar with many of Andes‟ conventions but 

were not in the habit of obeying them.  Much of their learning turned out to be simply 

discovering that Andes‟ required them to follow these conventions.   

 

 
Figure 1.2: Introductory problem with the instruction video; on the right side, we 

can see the step by step instructions for solving the problem. 
 

 

Students were given a sequence of physics problems to solve.  All the problems used the 

concepts of Work and Energy.  Examples of problems are shown in Figures 3 and 4.  The 

Andes Help menu contained brief summaries of the relevant concepts and principles, 

including the relevant equations.  Students did not have a textbook or any other source of 

physics information other than Andes.   
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Figure 1.3: Problem 1 

 
 

 
Figure 1.4: Problem 2 

 
 

Procedure 

After obtaining informed consent, students were trained on the user interface and the 

Andes‟ conventions.  First they watched a short video that showed a step by step solution 

for a simple vector based problem (shown in fig 2) while explaining the tools and 

conventions of Andes.  Next they were walked through solving the same vector problem.  
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That is, they were required to solve the problem with instructions given at every step.  

The video and the walk through comprised the whole user interface training.   The video 

remained available under the “Help” menu item at the top of the screen, but students 

seldom referred back to it. 

 

The students‟ remaining time was spent solving physics problems. Students were asked 

to solve as many problems as they could in the remainder of the 2 hour period.  They all 

worked through the same sequence of problems. 

 

As they solved problems, students were asked to provide information on their cognitive 

and affective state by talking continuously about what they were thinking and how they 

were approaching the problem. The computer screen where the problem was being 

solved and the verbal protocol given by the students were recorded.  We coded directly 

from the screen videos of the student solving problems while speaking aloud, and did not 

transcribe them.  

 

Data Analysis Methods 

The data analysis consisted of first segmenting the videos into episodes, then coding 

each episode, and finally counting the codes and aggregating.   

In order to segment the video into episodes, we used the fact that Andes provides 

immediate feedback by coloring a student‟s entry green if it is correct and red if it is 

incorrect.  An episode was defined as starting from an incorrect (red) entry and ending 

when that entry was either entered correctly (green) or deleted.   If the episode ended 

with correction of the initial entry, then it is called a “Correction” episode; if it ended with 

deletion of the initial entry, it is called a “Deletion” episode.    

 

There was one special case of deletion which occurred rather frequently.   Andes has 

three tools that involve typing:  The equation tool is for typing in equations; the vector tool 
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is for drawing a vector and typing in its name and definition (e.g., “Let d be the 

displacement of the crate.”); and the text tool is for defining scalar variables (e.g., “Let m 

be the mass of the crate”).  Students sometimes entered text that the coder recognizes 

as correct, but into the wrong tool.  Andes turned the text red.  Usually, the students 

deleted the red entry, clicked on the correct tool and retyped the original text into the new 

tool‟s entry box.   This was counted as a Correction episode.  If they simply deleted the 

red entry and did not retype it into a different tool, then the episode was counted as a 

Deletion episode.  

 

An example of an actual Correction episode is given in Table 1 and Figure 5.  The 

student, who was working on the problem shown in Figure 3, made an incorrect entry 

(action 1 in the Table).  This created a red text “d = 2.50 m” that stayed on the screen 

until action 6, when the student clicked on the red text, typed nothing, and pressed the 

Enter key, thus turning the text green and ending the episode.  In between, the student 

defined a variable, thus fixing the error that made “d = 2.50 m” incorrect.  Defining the 

variable was initially done incorrectly (action 2) and deleted (action 3), but the student 

asked for a hint (action 4) which enable the student to enter a correct definition (action 5).    

Although actions 2 through 5 fit the definition for an episode, we decided to keep the 

coding simple and not use nested episodes, so actions 2 through 5 were not considered 

an episode, but were instead consider to be part of the episode that starts with action 1 

and ends with action 6. 
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Action 
No. 

Student Action Tutor Response 

1. “d = 2.50 m” (Using equation tool) Red Color (Incorrect Entry)+ 
Unsolicited Hint: Undefined Variable 
d 

2. “Let d be the displacement of the 
crate” (Using text tool) 

Red Color (Incorrect Entry) 

3. Delete “Let d be the displacement 
of the crate” 

None 

4. Click on Hint Button Hint Given: “Variables must be 
defined before being used in an 
equation. Vectors are defined with 
the vector tool and Scalars are 
defined with the Text tool” 

5. “Let d be the displacement of the 
crate” (Using vector tool) 

Green Color (Correct Entry) 

6. “d = 2.50 m” (re-entered by clicking 
on the equation to edit it, making 
no changes, and pressing the 
Enter key) 

Green Color (Correct Entry) 

Table 1.1: Student Episode 
 
 

 
Figure 1.5: A Student Episode 
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An example of a deletion episode is shown in Table 2, which shows a student‟s initial 

actions when solving the problem, “A man pushes a 20.0 kg crate across a frictionless 

floor with a horizontal force of 24.0 N. What work is done by the man on the crate in 

displacing it by 5.00 m?”  Action 1 is incorrect, thus starting an episode.  The episode 

ends at action 7, when the initiating entry is deleted.  This episode indicates again how 

several red entries can be part of an episode without themselves starting an episode.  

Action 
No. 

Student Action Tutor Response 

1. “W=F*d” (Entered using the 
equation tool) 

Red Color (Incorrect Entry), 
Unsolicited Hint: Undefined variables 
W,F and d. 

2. “W: Work” (Entered with the text 
tool) 

Green Color (Correct Entry) 

3. “F: Force” (Editing the above entry) Red Color (Incorrect Entry) 

4. “F: 24 N” (Editing the above entry) Red Color (Incorrect Entry) 

5. “F: 24.0 N” (Editing the above entry) Red Color (Incorrect Entry) 

6. Delete “F: 24.0 N” None 

7. Delete “W=F*d” None 

Table 1.2: A Deletion Episode 
 

Coding Conventions 

We defined four categories for coding the episodes: 

1. Outcome 

2. Behavior 

3. Struggling 

4. Deletion type 

An episode could have at most one code from each coding category.  Every Correction 

episode received a code for its Outcome and the students‟ Behavior and was also given 

a yes/no code for Struggling.   Every Deletion episode was given a code for Deletion type 

as well as the other three categories.  A fifth category, Bug, was used to indicate whether 

an episode displayed a bug or other problem with the Andes software that should be 

fixed.  It will not be considered further here.  Each subsection below describes a coding 

category and its codes.  
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Outcome 

The Outcome coding category represents the outcomes of the student for a particular 

episode, including either learning or the reason that they failed to learn anything. 

 

Learning New Physics:  This code represents that the students learned some physics 

that they appear not to have known earlier. As we had the audio/video of the students 

solving the problems, their comments often indicated when they were learning new 

physics, which is very difficult to determine by using log file analysis.  

 

For example, Figure 6 shows a scene where the student must find the magnitude of the 

final velocity (v), given the initial velocity (u), the acceleration (a) and the displacement 

(d). Now, this can be done directly using the equation v^2 = u^2 + 2*a*d.  The student 

had defined all the necessary quantities for solving this problem but he was not aware of 

the equation.  This equation is not always taught, because it can be derived from other 

kinematics equations, which may be why this student was unfamiliar with it.  After 

entering an incorrect entry and fussing around for awhile, he opened the Andes Help 

menu, navigated to the list of principles (shown on the left side of Figure 6), and saw the 

equation.   After the state shown in Figure 6, he applied the equation and the entry turned 

green, ending the episode.  In this episode, he seems to have learned a new kinematics 

equation. We are sure of this because we could hear him saying that he wanted an 

equation that connects velocity, acceleration and displacement. And the moment he 

opened the principles menu and saw the equation, he made a remark “Oh, v^2 = u^2 + 

2*a*d”, which implies that he got to know of a new equation in physics that he did not 

know before. 
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Figure 1.6: Learning new Physics 

 
It should be pointed out that we did not expect physics learning to be frequent, because 

the students had already studied the appropriate physics content.  In fact, they had 

already taken the midterm exam prior to this study, which covered Work and Energy.    

 

Learning Andes Conventions: As mentioned earlier, Andes expects students to follow 

certain conventions while solving problems.  For instance, it expects the students to 

define a variable before using it in equations.  Moreover, vectors must be defined using 

the vector tool; scalar quantities must be defined using the text tool; and equations must 

be written using the equation tool. This coding category represents episodes in which 

students appear to learn that Andes requires complying with a convention.   

 

As an example, consider the problem shown in Figure 3 where students must define the 

displacement of the suitcase using the vector tool.  Figure 7 (which has multiple parts) 

shows the key parts of a scene in which the student defined displacement using the text 

tool (Figure 7.1).  The first hint (Figure 7.2) was “Note that displacement is a vector 

quantity,” which doesn‟t help the student because the student is not yet aware of its 

implications for selecting a tool.  The student clicked on the “Explain more” button, which 
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told him to use the vector tool for defining the displacement since it is a vector quantity.  

The student deleted the original red entry and defined a vector for displacement (Figure 

7.3).  In this process of correcting his red entry, he seems to have learned something 

new about Andes conventions.  Note that this convention was mentioned in the 

introduction video shown to the students before they start solving.  

 
Figure 1.7.1: Learning Andes Conventions: This shows the displacement defined 

by the student using a text tool. 
 

 
Figure 1.7.2: Learning Andes Conventions: Hints provided by Andes 

 

 
Figure 1.7.3: Learning Andes Conventions: Correction made by the student, 

redefining displacement using vector tool. 
 
 

Apply Existing Knowledge:  This code represents episodes where students already 

knew something, but forgot to apply it.   Students often mention this, even when they 

must ask for a hint and it reminds them of the knowledge they “knew” but failed to apply.  

For example, consider Figure 8. Here the student has solved a problem completely, but 

while entering his final answer in the answer box, he forgot to put units to the answer, 

which is required according to the conventions followed in Andes. He got an unsolicited 
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hint which said “Forgot to put units on a quantity.”   In this case, he knew about the Andes 

convention that he was supposed to have put the units on the quantity, but somehow he 

forgot about the same, but realizes it and quickly corrects the answer.  The entire episode 

takes less than 8 seconds. 

 
Figure 1.8: Applying existing knowledge: Did not put units to a Quantity and the 

corresponding hint given by Andes. 
 

Guessing the correction:  This code represents episodes in which students correct the 

red entry that started the episode, but they seem not to know why their revised entry was 

correct.  This can occur with Andes conventions that are less commonly applied to paper-

based work and thus more likely to be unfamiliar to students.   However, our example 

shows an instance where a bug in Andes is worked around by guessing. 
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Figure 9.1 shows an episode that starts when the student has drawn coordinate axes at 

an angle of 5 degrees to the horizontal.  Although this is a reasonable choice for this 

problem, Andes does not recognize it as such (this is a bug in Andes that has since been 

corrected).  When the student‟s axes turn red, he does not ask for help from Andes; 

instead he just changes the axes to zero degrees (Figure 9.2).  It is likely that he has no 

idea why he must do that, so this episode is has a Learning Outcome code of Guessing. 

 
Figure 1.9.1: Guessing: Axes drawn incorrectly 

 

 
Figure 1.9.2: Guessing: Correction 

 
Guessing or applying knowledge: There are some episodes in which it is not clear 

even from the audio/video if they were guessing or using the knowledge that they already 

have. All such episodes fall into this category. 
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Copying a bottom-out hint: Help is provided in Andes as a sequence of hints, starting 

from the most general hints and moving towards more specific ones. The purpose of the 

hint sequence is to make the student think for some time after every hint and see if he 

can correct his mistakes. The last hint in this sequence known as bottom-out hint, would 

normally give away the next step to the student. There are some episodes in which the 

student would just copy the bottom-out hint without putting any effort himself thinking 

about what could have gone wrong. Those episodes come under this category. 

 

Miscellaneous corrections: There are some episodes which would somehow not fit into 

any of the above categories. They have been put in this category. 

 

Struggling 

In the process of solving problems, whenever the student makes a mistake and 

encounters a red entry, there are a series of steps involved in correcting the entry. 

Sometimes, they realizes their mistake on their own and corrects it in no time; sometimes 

the unsolicited hints give them a clue on what could have gone wrong and then they 

manage to rectify it themselves rather quickly; but there are times when they struggle for 

quite some time either making many attempts on their own or asking for help 

continuously and trying to correct their mistake. Some of these cases may be due to 

unclear hints or bugs in Andes, and other times it is the student‟s mistake that they don‟t 

ask for help when they are stuck at some place for a long time.  (This phenomena is 

known as Hint Refusal in the ITS literature). Therefore, we decided to have a coding 

category that represents the effort of the student in correcting his mistakes, i.e. if he 

realized and rectified the mistake quickly or if he struggled for a long time either due to 

hint refusal or because of unclear hints/bugs in Andes. This can actually help us find the 

reasons why students struggled and so we can take actions to reduce this. 
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For every Correction episode, this code will represent if the student struggled to make his 

red entry green, or if he could do it easily.  For simplicity, we used only two values:  yes 

or no. 

 

Behavior 

On encountering an incorrect entry the student is expected to correct it. There are 

different ways in which he can attempt to correct the incorrect entry. This category 

represents them.  

 

Asked for all hints, rapidly:  This is the code for hint abuse, in which students rapidly 

keep clicking on the hint button till they reach the bottom-out hint, without thinking at any 

stage about what could have gone wrong. The moment they reach the bottom-out hint, 

the answer is right in front of their eyes and they simply copy it. This category is given to 

all such episodes. One such example is shown below in Fig 10. Consider the problem 

shown in Fig 3. The screen-shot below shows an intermediate state when a student is 

solving the problem. 

 

 
Figure 1.10.1: Hint Abuse - Initial problem scene 
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The goal of this problem is to find the work done (say, W) when given the force (F), the 

displacement (D) and the angle (theta) between F and D.  This is as simple as applying 

the equation W=F*D*cosine (theta). At this point (shown above), the student has defined 

the force and he is attempting to define the displacement. But he uses the equation tool 

for doing so which is incorrect since displacement is a vector and it has to be defined 

using a vector tool. At this point, he gets an unsolicited hint and he keeps clicking his way 

through till he reaches the bottom-out hint as shown in fig 10.2 below. After he sees the 

bottom-out hint, he defines a vector for the displacement. Since we had the videos we 

could see that he did not even bother to read the intermediate hints; he just kept clicking 

on the hints till he reaches the last hint which gave away the answer. 

 

 
Figure 1.10.2: Hint Abuse – Sequence of hints till the bottom-out hint. 

 
No hints, much guessing:  Sometimes when students get a red entry, instead of asking 

for help, they keep editing the answer till the point when it becomes correct. This is 

sometimes referred to as hint refusal.  Consider the episode shown below (Fig 11): 
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Figure 1.11.1: Hint Refusal-Attempt 1 

 

 
Figure 1.11.2: Hint Refusal-Attempt 8 

 

 
Figure 1.11.3: Hint Refusal-Useful hint shown to the student 

 
Here the student is trying to define the displacement. Displacement has to be defined 

using the vector tool. Here the student has made two mistakes, one is trying to define 

displacement as distance and the other is using the equation tool instead of a vector tool.  
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The student gets an unsolicited hint which he seems not to understand.  Although he 

could have clicked on “Explain more,” he instead keeps attempting on his own to correct 

his mistake. He made 7 attempts using the incorrect tools and before finally using the 

vector tool (fig 11.2).  However, he still got it wrong because he used distance instead of 

displacement. Eventually he got frustrated (in fact he himself mentioned this as heard 

from the audio captures) and decided to read some of the hints provided.  He finally he 

got a hint (fig 11.3) which gave him the idea that he was supposed to have used the 

vector tool for defining the displacement, and consequently he gets the correct answer. 

Overall, he made more than ten attempts to correct his mistake and eventually got totally 

frustrated. All this could have been avoided if he had asked for more hints in the initial 

stages instead of guessing so many times. 

 

Asked for some hints: This code represents those cases in which the student gets a red 

entry and rectifies it using the hints given by Andes. An example has already been 

mentioned in the „Apply Existing Knowledge‟ section above. There, the student forgot to 

put units for the work done and he got an unsolicited hint saying „Forgot to put units on a 

number‟. On seeing this, he realized his mistake and corrected it. Apparently, the hint 

was effective in allowing him to correct his mistake. 

 

Referred to example: As already mentioned, the very first Andes problem given to all the 

participants of this study is a walkthrough problem i.e. it gave step by step instructions to 

the student. If a student made any mistake, all he had to do is to look at the step by step 

instruction given to him and he would know his mistake. Since the problem is solved by 

the tutor itself (the solution is shown in the form of the walk-through), and the student 

refers to this information we decided to name this category as „Referred to Example‟. 

Consider the episode shown below (Fig 12). Here instead of displacement, the student 

used the term „distance‟ which is incorrect. In the tutor pane, we can see the step by step 

instructions for solving this problem.  There is a step that tells him to draw a vector and 
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label it as„d is the displacement of the swimmer‟. The student reads this and corrects his 

mistake.  

 
Figure 1.12: Refer to Example 

 
 No hints, little guessing: This category represents cases where after getting an 

incorrect entry, the students themselves correct it almost immediately without taking any 

kind of help.  

 

Asked expert for help: There are some episodes in which the student is stuck at some 

point without knowing how to proceed or without knowing how to rectify a red entry. If he 

gets very frustrated and is in the verge of giving up, it is better for the experimenter to 

provide some help so that he can at least move forward. In most of these cases, students 

get stuck because of some bugs or bad hints. Therefore it is mandatory for the 

experimenter to provide help; else it would be extremely difficult for the student to 

proceed on his own. All such episodes fall under this category. 

 

Andes Defect: These represent episodes where it is impossible for the students to 

correct their mistake due to some defect present in Andes. This code is applicable only to 

the Deletion episode, because the only way to proceed is to delete the entry and work 

around it. Consider an example given in fig 13. Here the student tried to define the force 
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of gravity due to the earth using a vector tool. Instead of recognizing what the student 

was trying to do, Andes recognized this force wrongly as the external horizontal force 

applied on the box (which had already been defined by the student) and marked it red. 

The student tried to change this entry several times thinking that he might have used 

incorrect wordings, but the system always recognized the student‟s entry as the external 

force only, finally forcing him to delete his entry. Hence, we can say that the cause of 

deletion was the defect present in Andes. 

 
Figure 1.13.1: Andes Defect 1 

 

 
Figure 1.13.2: Andes Defect 2 

 
Others:  This code is for Correction episodes that do not fall into any of the above 

categories come under this one. 
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More examples of Correction episodes 

In order to illustrate some more details in the coding scheme, below are some episodes 

showing some Correction episodes and their corresponding codes.   

Consider the episode shown below (Fig 14): 

 
Figure 1.14.1: Learning New Physics 

 
Here, the student has defined everything needed for solving the problem, and just has to 

write the equation for the net work done on the shopping cart. The equation for work is 

w=f*d*cos(Theta), where f is the force exerted by the man on the cart, d is the 

displacement of the cart and Theta is the angle between f and d. Many students do not 

have a clear idea of what Theta represents, and end up making mistakes here. In this 

case Theta is in fact 25 degrees, whereas most of the students write it as 20 degrees or 

340 degrees, thus leading to a red entry. But, in this case, the student made use of the 

hints well, and landed up in the Principles menu (Fig 14.2), which gave an alternate 

equation for work as w=fx*dx + fy*dy, as shown below: 
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Figure 1.14.2: Principles Menu 

 
On using this form of the work equation, he got the correct step. Therefore, the code for 

the Outcome category is „Learning new Physics‟. Here he went through the hints very 

smoothly, therefore the code for the „Struggling‟ category is „No‟, which means that he did 

not have to struggle to get the correct result, and finally the code for the category 

„Behavior‟ is „Asked for some hints‟, since it was the hints that made him see an alternate 

form of the work and energy equation and get things correct. 

Next, consider the episode shown below (Fig 15): 

 

 
Figure 1.15: Learning Andes Conventions 
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Here, the student is working on the introductory problem where the system gives him the 

step by step instructions for solving the problem. The student should have written d_y = 

d*sin (125 deg), but instead he wrote it y=d*sin (125), which is incorrect according to the 

Andes conventions. Now, in this case, on the right hand side, an unsolicited hint was 

given to him, which says that variable y is undefined. Also, the correct way to write the 

equation is shown in the instructions. He looks at the example and corrects his equation. 

He did not spend much time, since the answer was right before his eyes. Therefore the 

code for the „Outcome‟ is „Learning Andes Conventions‟, „Struggling‟ was „No‟, and the 

„Behavior‟ is „Refer to Example‟. 

 

Next consider the episode shown in Fig 16: Here, the student wrote the equation as 

W=F*d*cos(330) instead of the correct equation W=F*d*cos(330 deg). He forgot to 

mention „deg‟ which is the unit for degrees. Because he already had written many 

equations prior to this, he realized his mistake himself and quickly corrected the error. 

Therefore the code for „Outcome‟ is „Apply Existing Knowledge‟, „Struggling‟ is „No‟ and 

„Behavior‟ is „No hints, little guessing.‟ 
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Figure 1.16: Apply Existing Knowledge 

 
Next consider the episode shows below (Fig 17): 

 
Figure 1.17.1: Copying the Hint 

 
Here, the student used the wrong tool to define the displacement of the shopping cart. 

Displacement is a vector and must be defined using the vector tool. Instead of trying to 

find out what was wrong, he kept clicking on the hint button (shown in the screen shot 
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below), which eventually led him to the bottom-out hint and then he used the vector tool 

and wrote the equation correctly. Therefore, the code for the „Outcome‟ is „Copying the 

bottom-out Hint‟, „Struggling‟ is „No‟, and „Behavior‟ is „Asked for all hints, rapidly‟.  

 
Figure 1.17.2: Copying the Hint 

 

 
Figure 1.18: Guessing 

 

 

Next consider the episode shown in Fig 18. The student was trying to define a horizontal 

force, but accidently he drew it slightly tilted. The student tried to fix it on his own and got 

it right in his 4
th
 attempt. Instead of taking a hint, he kept trying out different definitions 
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and finally one of them turned green.  Therefore the code for the „Learning-Outcomes‟ is 

„Guessing the Correction‟, „Struggling‟ is „Yes‟ and „Type‟ is „No hints, much guessing‟. 

 

The Deletion Type category 

There are many episodes in which the student encounters a red entry and instead of 

correcting it, he deletes it.   The Deletion Type category represents the reason the entry 

was incorrect.  

 

Incorrect Tool Used: As already mentioned, Andes expects students to follow some 

conventions while solving problems, one of which is to define quantities before using 

them in equations for solving the problem. Vector quantities are defined using the vector 

tool and scalar quantities are defined using the text tool, and equations are using the 

equation tool. Since there are different tools for different purposes, students sometimes 

get confused and end up using an incorrect tool. In those cases the student is forced to 

delete the entry and then use the correct tool and write the same entry again. These 

cases fall into this category.  An example of this was already shown in Table 2.  

Incorrect: This category represents all other cases.  Typically, the student‟s entry was 

conceptually wrong, i.e. it was a physics error, and he deleted the entry instead of taking 

a help and correcting those. 

 

Data analysis and Results  

The screen capturing and audio recording were done using Camtasia Studio. The coding 

was done using Elan. Elan allowed the creation of different tiers so each tier was used for 

coding different category. An episode could easily be identified and the boundaries 

marked, and an annotation given to each tier thus representing the code for that 

particular category.  
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A total of 283 episodes were coded for the 10 students, or 28.3 episodes per student on 

average.   Table 3 displays all the episodes and how they were coded along the most 

important two categories.  The columns show the process code and the rows show the 

outcome code.    The table includes both Correction and Deletion episodes, and 

distinguishes them by including “Deleting the red entry” as an outcome.   All the other 

Outcome codes (rows) correspond to Correction episodes. 

No hints, 

much 

guessing

No hints, 

l ittle 

guessing

Asked for 

all  hints, 

rapidly

Asked for 

some 

hints

Referred 

to 

example

Asked 

expert 

for help Other

Andes 

defect total

Learning new physics 0 2 0 1 0 4 0 7

Learning Andes conventions 5 6 0 30 11 17 3 72

Applying existing knowledge 2 18 0 56 2 0 0 78

Guessed the correction 4 14 0 2 0 1 0 21

Guessing or applying knowledge 1 9 0 5 0 0 0 15

Copying a bottom-out hint 0 0 11 1 2 3 1 18

Deleting the red entry 32 0 0 6 0 0 17 9 64

Miscelaneous correction 2 1 0 3 0 2 0 8

Total 46 50 11 104 15 27 21 9 283

Table 3: Classification of behaviors (columns) and outcomes (rows)

Table 1.3: Classification of behaviors (columns) and outcomes (rows) 

In order to draw some conclusions based on proportions, we aggregated some of the 

coding categories (shown as rectangular boxes with heavier lines in table 3). “Learning 

new physics” and “Learning Andes conventions” implies that the student learned 

something. “Guesses the correction”, “Guessing or applying knowledge”, “Copying a 

bottom-out hint” and “Deleting the red entry” implies that the student lost the opportunity 

to learn something.  “No hints, much guessing”, “No hints, little guessing” mean that the 

student never asked for help, where as “Asked for all hints, rapidly”, “Asked for some 

hints” and “Referred to example” mean that the student asked Andes for help. Table 4 

shows such a coarser classification.  The integers in the cells are the sum of the cells in 

the corresponding heavy box in Table 3.   For instance, the 13 in the cell [Learn, Never 

ask] is the sum of the four cells in the upper left of Table 3 (0, 2, 5, 6).   
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Learn 13 17% 42 55% 21 28% 76 31%

14% 33% 84%

Apply  knowledge 20 26% 58 74% 0 0% 78 32%

22% 46% 0%

Lost opportunity 60 66% 27 30% 4 4% 91 37%

65% 21% 16%

Total 93 38% 127 52% 25 10% 245

Never ask Ask Andes Ask expert Total

Table 4: Coarse classification of behaviors (columns) and outcomes (rows)

Table 1.4: Course classification of behaviors (columns) and outcomes (rows) 

The bottom row of Table 4 indicates that students often asked Andes for help (52%) and 

seldom asked the expert for help (10%), which is reasonable, as that is what they were 

asked to do.  However, even though they were trying to correct a red entry, students 

often did not ask for help at all (38%).   This usually turned out badly for them.  Of the 

episodes where they never asked for help, 65% resulted in them either deleting the red 

entry, guessing a correction without understanding it, or in some other way losing the 

opportunity to learn.  Only in a few cases (14%) did they manage to learn from their 

guessing.   

 

Now let‟s consider the 127 episodes where students referred to Andes for help,   either 

by asking for a hint or by referring to its walk-through example.   When students faced a 

red entry, they often (52%) asked Andes for help.  Of these episodes, most were 

beneficial in that the student learned something from the hints (33%) or at least were 

reminded of something they already knew (46%).  Only in a few cases (21%) did students 

fail to profit from asking Andes for help.  Often (11 of 27 episodes) the failure was partly 

the students‟ fault because they abused the hints by skipping though them quickly until 

they got to the bottom out hint, then simply copying it without thinking hard.  In short, the 

failure rate when student ask Andes for help is 21% whereas the failure rate when they 

ask for no help is three times larger: 65%.   This suggests that students who are inclined 

not to ask for help should be somehow nudged into asking for more help.   
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 Now for the 25 episodes where the students asked the expert for help, the failure rate is 

16%, which is not far off from the failure rate for Andes‟ help (21%).   This is consistent 

with meta-analytic results suggesting the human tutoring is no more effective than step 

based tutoring  (VanLehn, in press).   

 

Another way to look at the data is to find out how various outcomes occurred.  Let‟s first 

examine how the learning occurred.  Reading across the top row of Table 4 we see that 

of the 76 episodes where learning occurred, most (55%) occurred when Andes gave a 

hint.    Of the 78 episodes where students first got a red entry then recalled the correct 

knowledge and applied it, they asked for a hint on most of them (74%).  Once again, this 

shows that successful learning and practice after receiving a red entry comes mostly 

when students refer to Andes for help.   

 

The other classifications did not reveal much of interest.  Deletion episodes were 

classified into those caused by using the wrong tool (14 episodes) and those caused by 

entering the wrong content with the right tool (50 episodes).   There was no apparent 

difference in the distribution of outcome codes across these two categories.   

 

Correction episodes where divided into ones where the students struggled (47) and ones 

where they did not struggle (172).  Table 5 shows the classifications in terms of behaviors 

and outcomes of the Correction episodes classified as struggling.  The bottom row 

confirms what one would expect intuitively, that struggling episodes are characterized by 

not asking for help at all or asking for the expert‟s help.  If the student sought help from 

Andes and this sufficed for correcting the red entry, then the episode was not coded as 

struggling. 
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No hints, 

much 

guessing

No hints, 

l ittle 

guessing

Asked for 

all  hints, 

rapidly

Asked for 

some 

hints

Referred 

to 

example

Asked 

expert 

for help Other total

Learning new physics 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 3

Learning Andes conventions 5 4 0 3 0 11 3 26

Applying existing knowledge 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2

Guessed the correction 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 7

Guessing or applying knowledge 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

Copying a bottom-out hint 1 0 4 0 0 1 0 6

Miscelaneous correction 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 11 11 4 3 0 15 3 47

Table 5: Classification strugging correction episodes

Table 1.5: Classification of struggling correction episodes 

 

Discussion 

The main conclusion seems to be that asking Andes for help is a good idea, and students 

should do it more often. If students asked for help (127 episodes) then they often learned 

something new (33%), or were reminded of something they knew already (46%), and the 

knowledge allowed them to correct the red entry that initiated the episode.  On the other 

hand, if the students tried to work out the correction on their own without asking either 

Andes or the expert for help (93 episodes), then they often failed to learn or apply 

knowledge (65%) and often ended up just deleting the red entry.   

 

This is not to say that Andes‟ help is perfect.  It was sometimes abused (11 of 127 

episodes), and sometimes resulted in failures to learn or apply knowledge (16 of 127 

episodes).  Moreover, students sometimes asked the expert for help (25 episodes), and 

this could be seen as a failure of Andes to provide adequate help.    

 

There are some limitations to the generality of these results.  First, these students had 

already taken physics, so they seldom learned new physics (7 episodes of 283).  What 

they did learn (72 episodes) was the Andes notational conventions, such always using 

units for dimensional numbers.   Second, these data come from the first two hours of 

Andes usage, so they are not representative of routine usage of the system.   
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There are several clear goals for future work.  One is to provide proactive hinting to 

students who are refusing to ask for help even though they keep re-entering an entry 

incorrectly.  This should increase their learning rate during this critical initial encounter 

with Andes.  A version of Andes that provides such proactive hints has been developed 

and evaluated.  The results, which were positive, are presented in a companion paper to 

this one.   

 

A second goal would be to recode the data using the categories from a recent study of 

human physics tutoring (Chi, Roy, & Hausmann, 2008), which found that the measure of 

tutorial dialogues that most strongly correlated with learning gains was how many times 

the student responded to the tutor with a substantive comment (r=.605) versus an non-

substantive comment (r=-.899), where a non-substantive comment was a dialogue 

continuer (“Uh-huh”), merely agreeing with the tutor (“OK.”), repeating the tutor‟s remark, 

or making an off-task comment.  In the context of Andes, after each tutor turn (e.g., 

coloring an entry red or giving a hint), we would code the student‟s verbal protocol as 

substantive vs. non-substantive.  It seems likely that we would again see that this 

distinction correlates strongly with learning.  This would extend Chi‟s hypothesis that 

tutoring succeeds just to the extent that it gets students thinking hard and making 

substantive responses.   If this correlation was strong, then the distinction could be used 

as a timely indicator of whether a tutor turn “worked.”   For instance, if the tutor colors an 

entry red in a specific context, and the student makes a substantive comment about it, 

then we have indirect evidence that minimal feedback worked well in that specific 

context.  This kind of indicator could be used to drive a supervised machine learning 

algorithm that would infer the contexts in which minimal feedback was effective.  

 

A third goal would be to recode the data to answer more specific questions about 

students‟ use of hints, such as (1) when and why do students ask for hints? (2) How do 

they react to hints? For instance, do they self-explain bottom out-hints? 
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Chapter 2 

PROPOSED HINTING MECHANISM 

Introduction 

A phenomenon that has recently captured the attention of researchers in the ITS 

community is “gaming the system”. Baker et al.  define gaming as a behavior in which the 

student attempts to succeed in an educational environment by exploiting properties of the 

system‟s help and feedback rather than attempting to learn the material (Baker et al. 

2004, Baker et al. 2005, Beck 2006).   In other words, students exploit the hints given by 

the tutor to solve problems rather than learn and work on their own. Gaming is often 

associated with poorer learning.  

 

With respect to Andes (VanLehn, et al., 2005), the system used in our study, gaming 

consists of the following two behaviors: 

Hint Abuse: Continuously seeking help, even on simplest tasks till the tutor gives the 

correct entry (Wood & Wood, 1999). 

Hint Refusal: Repeatedly trying to guess the correct entry, and not clicking on the hint 

button. 

 

Most of the work done on gaming has focused on hint abuse.  Little has been done on 

hint refusal. According to the help-seeking model developed by Nelson-LeGall (1981), 

before seeking help, the learner must first realize that the given task is difficult and they 

may need some help. This ability to perform self-assessment and assessing the difficulty 

of the task at hand is a meta-cognitive skill that must be developed by students.  

 

In a review of help-seeking literature, Aleven et al. (2003) concluded that although 

effective help-seeking behavior is related to better learning outcomes, learners are not 

using help effectively, mainly due to inadequate help use.   
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One plausible way to reduce help refusal and increase learning is to create systems that 

can detect when the student needs help and give them help without the students‟ asking 

for it (unsolicited help).  This is difficult to do this because the system may not know 

about the nature of the student‟s problems in order to provide help (Anderson 1993) 

although expert human tutors may do better (Wood & Wood 1999) because they have 

access to the visual and verbal cues from the learners.   Nonetheless, even a computer 

tutor can detect some obvious instances of hint underuse, such as making multiple errors 

on the same step (Wood 2001). Some systems offer both solicited and unsolicited help, 

but it is important to figure out the circumstances in which each kind of help would be 

more suited, which may be different. 

 

Research question 

The general purpose of this research is to find the effects of unsolicited hints (including 

meta-hints) on the learning gains of the students. The main hypothesis is that a tutor 

having unsolicited hints should be better than the one that does not have them, since the 

unsolicited hints provide a timely help to the students in situations where the students 

would normally waste lots of time. Also, the meta-hints teach help-seeking skills to the 

students, which will help the students in identifying scenarios where they need help and 

ask for it. 

 

Meta-hints are unsolicited and merely suggest that the student click on a hint button.  No 

meta-hints were present in the old version of Andes.  Although the CMU Meta-tutor used 

a much more sophisticated meta-tutoring functionality (Roll, Aleven, McLaren, & 

Koedinger, 2007, 2010), this is the first time a simple meta-hinting facility such as the one 

described here has been used.   
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Groundwork 

This research was conducted in two phases. In the first phase of the research (which was 

a separate study in itself), we looked at student reactions to a step-based tutor, Andes, a 

physics based intelligent tutor. Ten paid volunteers who had taken physics participated in 

the two hour study. These volunteers were undergraduate students from a physics 

course having a working knowledge of solving problems in physics.  For the experiment, 

we used Andes 3, which is similar to Andes2 (VanLehn, et al., 2005) but has an improved 

user interface. During the process of solving problems in Andes, students were asked to 

provide information on their cognitive and affective state by talking continuously about 

what they were thinking and how they were approaching the problem. The computer 

screen and the verbal protocol given by the students were recorded.  These screen 

recordings comprised the main data for analysis. 

 

Segmenting the data into episodes took advantage of a feature of Andes.  Andes 

provides immediate feedback to the students by turning the student entries green or red 

depending on whether the entry is correct or incorrect. This policy was used to segment 

the student data.  An episode was defined as a series of student actions starting from a 

red entry and finishing in a green one.  Thus, an episode is a series of steps taken by the 

student to correct a mistake.  

 

Coding found that in 37% of the episodes, students failed to learn anything or to apply 

and reinforce knowledge they knew already.  That is, the episode was a failure 

pedagogically.  In a staggering 65 % of these episodes, students struggled only because 

they would not ask for help from the tutor.  Instead, they would repeatedly keep editing 

their red entry, hoping it would turn green.  These were clear cases of hint refusal.    
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A new hinting policy for Andes 

On the basis of the protocol analysis done in the earlier study, a new hinting policy was 

developed for Andes.  The policy is shown in Table 1.  Each row is explained below.    

 Event Experiment 
Condition 

Control 
Condition 

1 Missing or incorrect units Unsolicited hint to add 
or correct units 
 

Some hint 
available 
upon request 

2 Draw object without label and hasn‟t 
mastered labeling objects. 
 

Unsolicited hint to 
label object 
 

Same hint 
available 
upon request 

3 20 sec. or 3 turns of red turns, with no help 
received (frustration) 
 

Meta hint to click hint 
button 
 

None 

4 Entry colored red and hasn't mastered 
using the hint button 
 

Meta hint to click hint 
button 
 

None 

5 Hint contains an “Explain more” or other 
link and student hasn‟t mastered using 
such links. 
 

Unsolicited hint 
pointing out link 
 

None 

6 Entry colored red and video has not been 
watched 

Meta hint to watch 
intro video 
 

None 

Table 2.1: New hinting policies, where “mastered X” means that student has done 
X at least 3 times. 

 
Row 1:  The first row of Table 1 concerns missing or mistaken units on dimensional 

numbers.  For example, the student whose work is shown in Figure 1 was trying to assign 

a value of 5 meters to d, which is the magnitude of a displacement that the student 

defined earlier. The correct way of doing it is d=5 m, where m is the unit of displacement. 

But the student forgot to put units to the displacement.  This was not accepted by Andes 

and hence the entry was colored red by Andes to indicate that it was incorrect.  This is a 

scenario where an unsolicited hint would help.   The experimental version of Andes gave 

an unsolicited hint “Forgot to put units on a number”, which is shown on the right side of 

Figure 1. Now, at this point the student can either correct his mistake by adding the units 

to the displacement or click on the “Explain More” button below the hint which would give 

a more detailed hint.  In the control version of Andes, this same hint would only be given 

if the student clicked on the Hint button to ask for a hint.  
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Figure 2.1: Unsolicited hint 

 

Row 2: In the process of solving problems, whenever an object (like a vector or a body) is 

drawn, it has to be labeled; otherwise others (a human tutor or Andes) will not know what 

the student was trying to draw.   Consider a scenario shown in Figure 2.  Here the 

student was trying to draw a vector for the displacement of the crate, but he forgets to 

give it a label which would specify that it is the displacement. The right side of the Figure 

shows the hint that was given in the experimental version, “Generally objects should be 

labeled.”  In the control version the same hint was presented on clicking the hint button.   

In the experimental version, the hint was given to the students until they had thrice 

labeled an object without getting the unsolicited hint.  After the student had achieved 

such “mastery, the unsolicited hint was no longer given and the experimental version 

behaved just like the control version, giving the hint only when the student asked for it.  

 
Figure 2.2: Unsolicited hint for labeling objects 

 

Row 3: In the experimental version, if a student made three consecutive red entries 

without taking any help or if the time duration for which an entry remained red was 
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greater than 20 seconds, the experimental version gave them an unsolicited prompt to 

click on the hint button (shown in fig 2 below). This was a meta-hint since it does not 

actually tell students something about their mistake or the corresponding correct step, as 

an unsolicited, non-meta hint would do. After a student had achieved „mastery‟ in the use 

of the hint button (i.e., it was used three times after red entries), the experimental version 

no longer presented the meta-hint.   The control version did not present this meta-hint.    

 

Row 4:  Similarly, when students had just had an entry turn red and they had no yet used 

the hint button three times, then the experimental version gave them a meta-hint 

suggesting that they click on the hint button. 

 
Figure 2.3: Meta Hint urging the student to take help in case he is unable to correct 

the mistake on his own 
 
 

Row 5: Andes normally gives hints in the form of a hint sequence starting from the most 

general hint and going to more and more specific ones, finally giving the bottom-out hint 

which would give the correct step to be entered. For the first hint, the student has to click 

on the hint button and thereafter they have to click on the „Explain more‟ button. From the 

first phase of the study, we observed that even students who clicked on the hint button 

and took the first hint struggled a lot because they did not click on the „Explain more‟ 

button after looking at the first hint. In order to teach this skill, we created a meta-hint that 
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would urge the student to click on the „Explain more‟ button to get more help. This hint 

would be given to the student till the time he achieves „Mastery‟ in its usage.  This is 

shown in Figure 4.  Similarly there are other scenarios in which there would be a link in a 

hint and in order to get more information on the hint the student should click on the link.  

For those scenarios, we made meta-hints telling them to click on the links to get more 

information on the hint that is given to them.  

 

 
Figure 2.4: Meta Hint telling the student to click on the 'Explain more' button for 

more hints. 
 

Row 6: When students log into Andes for the first time, they get a prompt telling them to 

view an introduction video before proceeding to solve problems, since the video would 

essentially tell them all the conventions to be followed by Andes. In some cases, students 

simply dismissed the prompt and started with the problems. Due to this they were not 

clear on how to solve problems and hence ended up making mistakes. In order to 

prevent this, whenever students using the experimental version made some mistakes 

and they had not seen the training video, Andes gave them a meta-hint telling them to 

watch the video before attempting to solve the problems. 

 

The old version of Andes, which was used in the study described earlier, was identical to 

the control version used here, with one exception.  The old version of Andes had an 
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unsolicited hint for missing or incorrect units, which correspond to the experimental 

version here rather than the control version (see description of Row 1 of Table 1).    All 

the other unsolicited hints in the old version of Andes concerned user interface 

conventions, such as only entering syntactically correct equations into the equation tool, 

whereas the units convention is more of a physics notational convention.    By making the 

units hint unsolicited in the experimental version, the control version now has unsolicited 

hints only for violation of user interface conventions, which is typical of most software.   

This made the distinction between versions cleaner. 

 

Methods 

Our experiment simply tested the comparative effectiveness of the control version of 

Andes with the experimental version that gave more unsolicited hints and gave meta-

hints. 

 

Design 

This experiment was designed as a two-group training study.   There are three common 

measures in such study:  (1) the number of training problems solved, (2) the amount of 

time spent solving training problems and (3) the gain in scores between a pre-test and a 

post-test.   A training experiment can equate one of these three measures across 

conditions, but not two.  A typical design equates number of problems solved (measure 

1) and uses training time (measure 2) and gain scores (measure 3) as dependent 

variables.  We used a less typical design, which equates the amount of training time 

(measure 2) and treats number of problems solved (measure 1) as the main dependent 

variable.   This design requires a second dependent measure, such as gain scores 

(measure 3), which determine how students‟ competence changes.  Without such a 

measure, we would not detect when a group is completing more problems because they 

are sacrificing their learning. We used this design because the instruction focused more 

on teaching the conventions of Andes, so it was not clear what pre-testing and post-
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testing would work besides simply using Andes.   Thus, we used log data measures such 

as errors and latencies as embedded assessments of competence.   Discussion of the 

individual measures is delayed until the results section. 

 

Materials 

Two versions of Andes3 were developed.  The experimental version had unsolicited hints 

on physics conventions and meta-hints on using the system help appropriately.  The 

control version used no meta-hints and used unsolicited hints only on user interface 

conventions.    The most serious bugs uncovered during the early study were removed 

from both versions of Andes3.    

 

Participants 

Participants were recruited from an introductory physics class.  These 35 paid volunteers 

had all covered Work and Energy in class, and had taken the relevant midterm exam on 

it.  Thus, they should all have been at least somewhat familiar with the concepts and 

skills taught during the experiment.  One student declined to participate after starting the 

experiment, so that student‟s data was destroyed.  Thus, 34 students completed the 

experiment. 

 

Procedure 

Students were randomly divided into control (N = 17) and experimental (N=17) groups.  

The experimental group used the experimental version of Andes and the control group 

used the control version of Andes.  Students were run individually in a lab setting for a 

maximum of 2 hours.  After a brief introduction to the experiment and to Andes, students 

in both groups solved problems in Andes.    The first problem they solved was a “walk 

through” where Andes told them each step to do.  This problem was not counted in any of 

the analyses discussed below.   
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Students wore a headset microphone and were instructed to talk aloud as they worked, 

explaining their reasoning.  If they fell silent, the experimenter, who was within earshot 

but not next to the students, would remind them to keep talking.  Their voices were 

recorded along with the state of their screen using screen recording software.  The 

resulting video files have not yet been analyzed.  The results reported here were derived 

from analysis of the log data output by Andes.   

 

Results  

First dependent variable:  Problems solved per unit time 

As mentioned earlier, the design of the experiment equates time spent on solving 

problems (measure 1 in the list above) and use number of problems solved (measure 2) 

as the first main dependent variable.   Unfortunately, the actual time spent solving 

problems varied due to logistics, difficulties with the computer systems, difficulties with 

the screen recording system, etc.   Although most participants worked for the full 2 hours, 

the participant who worked for the shortest time worked for only 1 hour and 34 minutes.  

Thus, in order to determine which group completed the most problems on average in the 

same period of time, we only counted the number of problems completed by the 1 hour 

and 34 minute mark.   This is the maximal duration for which all students were working, 

so this time period is referred to as the “common work time.”  

 

For the experimental group, the mean number of problems completed during the 

common work time (1 hour, 34 minutes) was 7.47 problems, whereas the control group 

completed only 5.98 problems on average.  This difference was reliable (p=0.034), and 

the effect size was large (d = 0.727).  Figure 4 shows these results graphically, with error 

bars indicating the standard error of the mean.   Figure 5 shows the number of students 

completing each problem.  Problems appear on the x-axis in the order that they were 

given to students.   All students completed the initial walk-through (vec1ay) and the first 4 
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problems.  Of the 17 experimental students, one student completed only 5 problems; 

whereas 4 of the 17 control completed only 5 problems.  

 
Figure 2.5: Average number of problems solved in the common work time 

 

 
Figure 2.6: Number of problems completed by students of both conditions 
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 If the experimental students always learned more than the controls, then their advantage 

over the controls should increase monotonically as the experiment progresses.  In order 

to see if this trend occurred, Figure 6 shows the average time to complete each problem, 

and Figure 7 shows the cumulative time.   When interpreting these graphs, as well as 

others that have problems along the horizontal axis, it is important to know that only the 

first 4 problems were completed by all 34 students in the experiment.   Figure 5 shows 

the number of students who completed each problem.    Although a few students 

completed more than 8 problems, only 8 problems are shown on the horizontal axes for 

these Figures and subsequent ones.   

 
Figure 2.7: Average time taken by students to solve problems. 
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Figure 2.8: Average of the cumulative time taken by students to solve problems. 

 
Returning now to the interpretation of Figure 6 and 7, it appears that the predicted 

increasing advantage does occur during the first 3 problems, but the trend‟s existence is 

obscured by the third problem (e1c) which seems to be considerably harder than the 

others.  In fact, the first, second and fourth problems (e1a, e2b and we1a) use similar 

concepts and notations, while the second, fifth and sixth problems (e1c, e2a and e2c) 

also use a similar set of concepts and notations, but not the same set as used by e1a, 

e2b and we1a.  This could explain why the time for solving e1c is higher than it should be 

given the expected trends.    

 

After the fifth or sixth problem, the expected trend disappears in part because the 

students completing those problems are no longer a random sample of the population.   

For instance, on the last problem shown, we2a, the average time was taken over 4 

control students who were the only ones who hadn‟t gone home yet; they were the ones 

who worked fast enough that they completed we2a before the two hours elapsed.  Thus, 

this 4-student group is probably more inherently competent than the 10 student group of 

experimental students.   
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In short, Figures 6 and 7 show some signs of the expected trend, which is that 

experimental groups time should start being much lower than the control group, but as 

the control group finally learns the requisite knowledge, their time per problem comes 

closer to matching the experimental group‟s time per problem.   

 

Second dependent variable:  Competence 

The preceding section showed that the experimental group, who received more 

unsolicited help than the control group, also solved problems faster.  However, this 

increase in speed could be occurring if the unsolicited help simply reduced the time to 

repair errors and did not result in better learning.   Thus, we need some measure of 

competence in order to test that the unsolicited help is not doing more harm than good.  

 

Given that the instructional objectives mostly concerned the use of specific physics 

notations and the error rate over time, if students were learning the conventions early 

(experimental condition), then their errors later in the experiment should decrease.  

Moreover, their overall errors should be lower by the end of the experiment because their 

error rate drops faster than the control group‟s error rate drops.    

 

However, we cannot just count errors.  If a student is uncertain about what to do, then 

some students prefer to ask for help rather than risk making an error.  Other students 

have the opposite preference.  Thus, the student controls whether their weakness shows 

up as errors or help requests.  Thus, a better measure than errors alone is the 

“assistance score,” which is defined to be the sum of the solicited hints and the number of 

errors divided by the total number of solution steps.  This measure has been used in 

earlier studies with Andes (Hausmann, Nokes, VanLehn, & van de Sande, 2009; 

Hausmann, van de Sande, & VanLehn, 2008; Hausmann & VanLehn, 2007a, 2007b) and 

other steps-based tutoring system that have allowed students to ask for help.   Note that 

if Andes chose to give an unsolicited hint or meta-hint, it did so only after the student 
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made an error.   Thus, the manipulation did not directly prevent errors, but only reduced 

errors by teaching students to avoid making them. 

 

For the steps done during the common work time, the mean assistance score for the 

experiment as was 0.173, whereas the mean assistance score for the controls was 

0.222. This difference is reliable (p = 0.045) and the effect size was large (d = 0.682).   

Figure 8 shows these results graphically, with error bars indicating the standard error of 

the mean.  Figure 9 shows the mean assistance score per problem.   The experimental 

students have better (lower) scores on almost every problem.   Although we would expect 

their advantage to gradually decrease as the control group finally learns what the 

experimental group learned earlier, there is no sign of such a trend. 

 

 
Figure 2.9: Average of the Assistance Scores 
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Figure 2.10: Assistance Scores 

 
In general, when students learn, they not only make fewer mistakes but they also recover 

from the mistakes more rapidly.   Thus, we defined the error correction time as the length 

of an error-correction episode.  The episode starts during when a student‟s entry turns 

red and ends when the student re-enters the entry correctly.    For each student, we 

calculated the average time for that student‟s error-correction episodes.   Then taking the 

mean over the students in each group, we found that the mean error correction time for 

the experimental group was 73.21 seconds versus 116.76 seconds for the control group.  

This was statistically reliable (p = 0.0004) and a large effect size (d = 1.13). This is 

represented graphically in Fig 10.  
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Moreover, after the fourth problem (we1a), the trends become difficult to interpret as the 

samples become non-random as discussed earlier (see Figure 5).  

 
Figure 2.11: Mean Error Correction time 

 

 
Figure 2.12: Error correction times per problem. 
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Discussion 

All the results suggest that the experimental group performed better than the control 

group.  The experimental students completed more problems (7.47 vs. 5.98) in the same 

amount of time (1 hour 34 minutes).  Their average time per problem was lower (Fig 6).  

Their assistance scores were lower (0.173  vs. 0.222), where the assistance score is the 

sum of the number of errors and the number of help requests divided by the number of 

steps taken.   And finally, the experimental students took less time to correct their errors 

than the control students (73.21 seconds vs. 116.76 seconds).  These results are 

consistent with the hypothesis that giving unsolicited hints and meta-hints after the 

student has made a mistake is clearly a worthwhile practice for Andes.   

 

However, there are some limitations to this study that should be mentioned.  First, it only 

covered the first 2 hours of user experience.  After 2 hours, the unsolicited hints and 

meta-hints may be less effective, and may even become irritating.  Second, there were 

trends in the data suggesting that the control group slowly learned what the experimental 

group rapidly learned.  If so, then the advantage of unsolicited hints and meta-hints may 

disappear over a few hours.  After 10 hours of usage, it would be hard to tell from 

students‟ behavior which condition they had been in.    

 

Most importantly, the unsolicited hints on physics conventions, such as appending units 

to numbers, and the meta-hints focused on using the help system appropriately.   These 

are not conceptually difficult, so it would not take a student long to comprehend the hint 

and get back to what they were doing before they were interrupted.  It is not clear how 

students would react to more conceptually difficult hints.  In particular, it is not clear 

whether applying this same policy would be successful for hints about the more difficult 

aspects of physics that dominate students floundering time after their initial two hours 

with Andes. 
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Although these limitations caution us about over generalizing the results, this is still a 

positive and highly welcome result.   For many years, we have been mystified about the 

large number of anonymous users who try Andes on the web for a few problems then 

never come back.  We have even called it “the user interface hump” and talked 

extensively about how to get users over it.   Now we may know why, and seem to have a 

solution.   It is likely that other intelligent tutoring systems have similar problems, and for 

similar reasons.  Instructors and computers often like students to communicate in a more 

precise fashion than students are wont to do naturally. Even when students have been 

told and shown how to communicate precisely, they seem to require unsolicited hints to 

get them to actually change their habits  
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APPENDIX A  

LIST OF PROBLEMS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT  
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Following are the list of problems used in the experiment (students were made to solve 

as many problems as they can in the same order): Vec1ay, e1a , e1b , e1c , we1a , e2a , 

e2c , we2a , we3a, we4a, e2b, e5a, e5b, weq2, weq4, weq5, e3a, e6a, e8a, e9a. 
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